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The Center for Business, Economic and Related Data in Baden-Württemberg (BERD@BW) is one of the four science data centers funded by the Ministry of Science, Research and Arts of Baden-Württemberg within the digitization strategy “digital@bw”. BERD@BW is aimed to improve sharing, finding and reusing unstructured and semi-structured research data in the social sciences in accordance with the FAIR principles (findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable). BERD@BW is built by the University of Mannheim and the Leibniz Center for European Economic Research (ZEW). Both institutions are experienced in infrastructure projects and in the empirical social sciences, including business and economics. BERD@BW is based on four pillars: 1) building up methodological knowledge, 2) developing tools and services dealing with unstructured and semi-structured data, 3) training and consulting with respect to legal and technical issues in research data management, and 4) engaging in national and international networking. The services and materials developed within BERD@BW are available as openly as possible on the project homepage: [https://www.berd-bw.de](https://www.berd-bw.de).

1 Introduction

The social sciences, including business studies and economics, have a long tradition of handling structured research data in standardized mainly-tabular forms with proper metadata. These datasets often origin from public administration processes or surveys. In many cases they are sensitive and restricted in use. Infrastructure institutions (e.g., research data centers and libraries) and commercial providers make the data available for academic purposes under clearly specified licenses and guaranteed authenticity. Data access and research methods with structured data are well established in both teaching and research.

Unstructured and semi-structured data, on the other hand, pose new challenges for data management and research. The licenses are harder to specify. The data authenticity...
is trickier to guarantee. Unstructured data come in a variety of forms (pictures, text, video, and audio) from many non-standard sources (social media, web pages, and mobile phones) and in very large volumes (“big data”). To make the datasets findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR), new technologies have to be adapted and skilled staff is needed to implement suitable solutions.

To face these challenges, the Center for Business, Economic and Related Data in Baden Württemberg (BERD@BW in the following) was established by partners from infrastructure (Mannheim University Library, University-IT Mannheim, and research data center of ZEW) and research (Prof. Stahl and Prof. Kreuter from the Mannheim Center for Data Science, MCDS, and Dr. Licht from ZEW). BERD@BW is based on four pillars: 1) collecting methodological competence for modern data analysis, 2) developing the tools and services for collecting, analyzing and archiving unstructured and semi-structured data, 3) training and consulting on legal and technical aspects of research data management, and 4) networking. In the following, we describe these pillars and draw conclusions.

2 The Pillars of BERD@BW

Methodological competence. According to the publications in the top business and economic journals, unstructured data has become more and more important within the last ten years [1]. However, among the social scientists the data science and coding competencies needed to process and analyze unstructured and semi-structured data are not yet broadly spread. To improve those data science competencies among the target group of BERD@BW, knowledge about the methods and algorithms was collected and provided in an easily approachable form³. Machine learning, artificial intelligence and natural language processing are clearly explained without the use of too much technical jargon. A benchmarking system for algorithms dealing with unstructured data is currently under development.

Tools and services. Various tools and services are developed in BERD@BW to collect, process, archive and link semi-structured and unstructured data and to make the data available in compliance with the FAIR principles. A web-scraping engine “ARGUS”⁴ is developed in order to collect unstructured data from non-standard sources. A corpus of websites of German companies is built using ARGUS [2-4] by scraping the web pages twice a year. The dynamically growing corpus is used as a prototype for archiving and providing unstructured data.⁵ Social scientists are used to deal with sensitive data provided by research data centers. Access to sensitive data may be restricted due to privacy regulations and confidentiality obligations. A typical way to access the data is using a guest workstation on the premises of the respective research data center. Since the start of
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⁴Available on GitHub
⁵The corpus „Mannheimer Webpanel“ is provided by the research data center of the ZEW, see https://kooperationen.zew.de/zew-fdz/datenangebot/mannheimer-webpanel.html.
the Corona pandemic, physical access to many research data centers has been very limited or not possible at all. Therefore, the “BERD desktop” was developed for a secure remote access to sensitive data. The BERD desktop is a remote desktop server using a docker container and a virtual machine. To protect the sensitive data against unauthorized use, the configuration of the BERD desktop prohibits changes in system configuration, internet access, and uploads as well as downloads by the user. Data transfer into and out of the BERD desktop works only through the data administrator of the research data center. To enable users to run their analyses, the most popular tools for data analysis in the social sciences (i.e., R, Python and Stata) are provided. The first prototype of the BERD desktop in the bwCloud⁶ is implemented. First tests of external users with data from the research data center of the ZEW are currently made.

Many datasets in the social sciences are still not findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. To improve this at least partially, a knowledge graph-based research data management infrastructure for German company datasets is developed. The Wikibase software was chosen as a backend for the infrastructural services. A test frontend in Python and JavaScript was created. Valuable historic datasets were digitized, OCR-ed (optical character recognition) and structured [5]. To speed up data integration and knowledge graph construction with Wikibase, the open source tool "RaiseWikibase” is implemented [6]. For automatic annotation services the open source semantic annotator ”bbw” was designed and coded in Python [7]. The annotator performs named entity linking, property matching and type linking for tabular data without metadata using a Wikibase knowledge graph.

Training and consulting. Based on the collected knowledge and using the tools and services created, several training and consulting measures (both synchronous and asynchronous) have been initiated. The online micro workshop series “Data Literacy Snacks”, which takes place during lunchtime for free, is offered as a part of synchronous training.⁷ The events provide introductions into several topics of research data management tailored to the target group of data scientists and empirical researchers in business, economics and the social sciences. The first series comprises sessions about reproducible research, privacy regulations for research data and knowledge graphs in research data management. The number of registrations and participants exceeded expectations and personal feedback was very positive so far. As a part of asynchronous training and consulting the “interactive Virtual Assistant” (iVA) was developed [8] which guides users through different topics in research data management. For example, the first iVA implementation provides an interactive introduction into privacy law [8].

The iVA concept is currently under evaluation and will be rolled out to other topics relevant for the BERD community. The iVA implementations will be available as Open Educational Resources. Furthermore, a concept for an (a)synchronous online course “Good Practices for Managing Data” is developed in BERD@BW. While many discipline-specific courses in the area of data science and empirical research focus on methodology, this course

⁶https://www.bw-cloud.org/, retrieved May 14, 2021
⁷https://www.berd-bw.de/snacks/, retrieved May 14, 2021
specifically targets governance questions in research data management. The content of the course is mainly based on the Train-the-Trainer concept in research data management [9] and the concepts published by the UK Data Service [10].

**Networking.** A major aim of the funding program for the science data centers was fostering community-based networking and involvement into the National Research Data Infrastructure (Nationale Forschungsdateninfrastruktur, NFDI). The NFDI is a nationwide initiative of all German States and the Federal Government for building up and connecting discipline-specific research data networks in order to improve research data management within those disciplines, especially long-term storage, backup and accessibility. The discipline-specific networks shall work together on cross-cutting topics and engage in international research data management initiatives.

One consortium covering the social sciences is KonsortSWD, which mainly focuses on sensitive structured data managed by the research data centers accredited by the RatSWD. Based on BERD@BW, the complementing consortium BERD@NFDI was formed and organized with the main focus on unstructured data. More highly-recognized infrastructure institutions joined BERD@NFDI: ZBW (Leibniz Information Centre for Economics) and GESIS (Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences). They are the most relevant providers of research data and information infrastructure in business, economics and the social sciences in Germany. IT resources (storage and computing power) are provided by the LRZ (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences and Humanities), which is world-famous for its high-performance computing resources. In addition, more well-known research institutions dealing with unstructured data in business, economics and the social sciences joined the consortium. Among them are the Universität Hamburg, the University of Cologne, and the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München.

It is worth to mention that the co-spokesperson Prof. Bernd Bischl is a co-founder of OpenML, which could become a groundwork for a FAIR machine learning and data analysis platform within BERD@NFDI. The partners of BERD@NFDI are important players in international and subject-specific research data networks such as GoFAIR, the European Open Science Cloud, and the Coleridge Initiative. Therefore, the connections to these initiatives are established as well.
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11 ZBW and GESIS run the DOI registration agency for Social Sciences research data da|ra, for example, [https://www.da-ra.de/](https://www.da-ra.de/), retrieved May 14, 2021.

Conclusions

In this paper, we sketched the foundations of the science data center BERD@BW. The contributions to FAIR and open research data management in business, economics and related domains are described. Apart from collecting and processing the subject-specific data science knowledge, the tools and services, which improve collecting, storing, reusing, and providing unstructured and semi-structured data, are presented. The training and consulting concepts, developed to improve research data handling, are introduced. The sustainable development of BERD@BW is guaranteed through embedding it into the new national consortium BERD@NFDI (https://www.berd-nfdi.de). An extended international networking is expected within BERD@NFDI.
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